Centralized to hybrid nurse station: Communication and teamwork among nursing staff
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ABSTRACT

The initiative to redesign nurses’ stations is driven by the goals to improve work processes and ensure a safe environment. Both centralized and decentralized stations have posed challenges in meeting the needs of patients and nurses. A hybrid design model connecting the decentralized stations with centralized meeting spaces may address the needs of patients; however, since nurses continue to work in their independent spaces, communication and teamwork among nurses may be impeded. Until recently little attention has been paid to nurses’ lived experience at the hybrid station. This qualitative phenomenological study examined nurses’ experiences with communication and teamwork at the hybrid station and their reports of the advantages and disadvantages of the hybrid station. Twenty interviews were completed with nursing staff members who were undergoing a transition, over the course of two years, from the centralized design to the hybrid station design. Although nursing staff reported experiencing the challenge of isolation, they consistently identified the following advantages: patient-centered interactions at the hybrid station, and learning to work as a team. Overall, participants reported that the advantages of the hybrid station outweighed the disadvantages. Targeted interventions are needed to reduce the nurses’ feelings of isolation and to support teamwork.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nurses’ stations serve as the workspaces for nurses, doctors, and other members of the healthcare team when they are not working directly with patients. The electronic patient record, coupled with the need to enhance the quality and efficiency of patient care, has resulted in changing from centralized to decentralized or hybrid work stations. Hybrid stations offer workspaces for health care team members to chart inside/outside of patient rooms with a central area to meet when needed,[1] which fits patient-centered care models.[2] The Institute of Medicine emphasized the importance of better designed work environments for improved patient care and safety.[3] In response, healthcare institutions are implementing work station designs to improve work processes and promote a safe environment.

Traditional centralized nurses’ stations provide spaces for nurses and multidisciplinary team members to meet, communicate, and collaborate.[4] For example, newly orientated nurses may take advantage of the central station to exchange information and solicit advice from experienced nurses prior to initiating a procedure that they are uncomfortable performing. However, the centralized station leads to more frequent use of telephones, computers, and paper administration tasks[1] and less patient care time.[5] Decentralized
nurses’ stations are small workspaces located inside or outside of patient rooms. The shorter distance between the station and patient rooms reduces the amount of walking for nurses and thus reduces physical strain.[6] The shorter distance also increases time spent on patient care,[5,7] which has the potential for improvement of therapeutic relationships with patients, and may be associated with increased patient satisfaction.[8] Previous studies also reported reduced noise levels with the decentralized station design.[7] However, many nurses reported feeling isolated and losing the sense of team connection at the decentralized station.[9] Zborowsky and colleagues reported significantly less consultation with medical staff and social interaction at the decentralized station.[1] The authors concluded that a hybrid design model connecting the decentralized stations with centralized spaces may address both patients’ and nurses’ needs.[11] Although the hybrid design model has been explored in a few studies,[10–12] these studies quantitatively examined the effect of the hybrid station on patient outcomes and nurse satisfaction. Since nurses continue to work in their independent spaces at the hybrid station, communication and teamwork among nurses may be impeded. Until recently, little attention has been paid to nurses’ lived experience, especially their perspectives of communication and teamwork at the hybrid station.

Nurses’ work environments and work behaviors are fundamental components that affect health care delivery. A safe and efficient work environment is critical to patient outcomes and patient/family satisfaction. Previous studies encourage the evidence-based design, which suggests that the hospital design needs to be guided by rigorous research linking hospital environment to healthcare outcomes.[13] The evidence-based design indicates that well-designed physical settings are beneficial for both patients and nurses.[13] Nurses rely on each other for support and sense of team cohesion. Communication and teamwork among nurses are not only associated with the safety culture[14] and quality of patient care,[15] but are also associated with staff job satisfaction[16] and, possibly, retention.

The objectives of this study were to (1) explore nurses’ experiences with communication and teamwork at the hybrid station; and (2) examine nurses’ perceptions of advantages and disadvantages of the hybrid station. This study was conducted through in-depth interviews with nursing staff at a mid-sized tertiary hospital in Massachusetts.

2. METHODS

2.1 Study design

Due to the exploratory nature of the study and the limited existing knowledge, a qualitative approach using phenomenology[17] was chosen to explore nursing staff’s experience and perspectives. Qualitative research is useful for investigating complex and poorly understood organizational and human phenomena.[18] Phenomenology attempts to describe and understand the essence of the phenomenon from the viewpoint of those experiencing, therefore, is useful for investigating nursing staff’s lived experience at the hybrid station. In-depth semi-structured key informant interviews were conducted with nursing staff who experienced a transition from centralized to hybrid station over the course of two years.

2.2 Participants and data collection

This study was conducted at one 30-bed medical-surgical unit and one 30-bed intermediate care unit in an independent, not-for-profit community hospital in Massachusetts. Both units transitioned from a centralized station to a hybrid station (see Figure 1) in November 2012. The hybrid station included a pod design, introducing multiple pod stations with computers and supply closets situated between every two patient rooms. The physical structure of the two units is rectangular with patient rooms on the outside, pod stations outside of patient rooms, and medication rooms and storage spaces in the center. North and south ends of the units each have central workstations where secretaries, resource nurses, physicians and other support staff carry out patient related responsibilities.

A convenience sampling method was used to recruit participants who underwent the station transition. Twenty nursing staff participated in the key informant interviews between February and March 2014.

Each interview was scheduled for one-hour either before or after the work shift at a private conference room on the unit. Two experienced researchers conducted the interviews. Purpose and procedure were explained and participants were asked to sign the informed consent form. All interviews were digitally-recorded and professionally transcribed. Participants completed a short demographic survey at the end of each interview, including information on their job title, education, work schedules, and years of nursing practice. Each participant received a $30 cash honorarium for completing the interview and the demographic survey. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Boards at the Lowell General Hospital and the University of Massachusetts Lowell (No. 2013-013).

2.3 Data analysis

The two interviewers reviewed the transcripts to sort the data into categories. A start list of themes was created based on the interview guide and review of the transcripts. In order to reduce the subjective interpretation, data was analyzed by the
two interviewers and two other study investigators through electronically coding the transcripts in Microsoft Word 2010. The following steps were used to analyze the data, including carefully read all transcripts to achieve a deep understanding of the phenomenon; reread the transcripts to phrase descriptions directly related to the start list of themes; find significantly distinctive statements; encode recurrent themes; formulate descriptions into clusters of sub-themes; and identify emergent themes and sub-themes until saturation was achieved.[19, 20] Data saturation indicated that no new themes or sub-themes were identified from the transcripts. The code structure and quotes were discussed by the research team. No glaring discrepancies were found. Small discrepancies, such as code definitions, were resolved through interpretive discussions and consensus building. Rigor was maintained through member checking. The research team mailed the transcript analysis results to participants for interpretation and validation,[21] because it is important that the interpretation of the data is based on the participants’ perspectives. No participants expressed any disagreement with the list of themes and sub-themes.

Figure 1. The hybrid nurse station design
No. 1-30 = patient room; dark grey space = pod nurse station; A = central nurse station; B = medication room; C = clean utility room; D = biological hazard room; E = nutrition room; F = hall way; G = family visiting room; H = break room/conference room

3. RESULTS
3.1 Sample description
Twenty interviews were completed with nursing staff, including 14 registered nurses (RNs), 1 licensed practical nurse (LPN), and 5 nursing assistants (NAs). The study included participants with a Bachelor’s Degree (n = 9), an Associate Degree (n = 5), or high school education (n = 6); working full-time (n = 15) or part-time (n = 5); working an eight-hour day shift (n = 10), eight-hour evening shift (n = 5), or twelve-hour day shift (n = 5); and having more than 10-year nursing practice (n = 9), 6-10 year nursing practice (n = 5), or 1-5 year nursing practice experience (n = 6).

3.2 Findings
There were no important differences across the study themes among RNs, LPN, and NAs, therefore, interview data were combined and grouped into four primary themes: communication, teamwork, pros and cons of the hybrid station, and transition to a hybrid station.

3.2.1 Communication
Communication, as defined by the Joint Commission (2010),[22] is “a two-way process (expressive and receptive) in which messages are negotiated until the information is correctly understood by both parties” (p.1). In this study, communication was defined as either in-person or distant interaction with other nursing staff during the work shift. Communication at the hybrid station was discussed from both positive and negative perspectives. Although participants stated that interaction with coworkers was not “sacrificed” with advanced technology, they did report feeling isolated at the hybrid station.

Advanced technology enhances distant interactions
At the hybrid station, nurses were provided with wireless phones to locate and contact with other members of the healthcare team. Participants pointed out that the wireless phones provide a convenient way to communicate. Wireless phones are especially helpful when nurses are alone in a patient’s room and need assistance, where they can call for help immediately through wireless phones. Most participants agreed that the wireless phones “enhanced” communication and “it’s faster and more effective.” The wireless communication decreases physical effort and time to seek for information. Participants described that communication is much more efficient by phone than by face-to-face inter-
action. Wireless phones are more efficient as well when recruiting help for tasks that require teamwork.

**Proximity to patients fosters patient-centered interactions**

Participants mentioned that there were more communications focusing on patient care at the hybrid station. The workspaces outside of patient rooms “have less distractions” and are more conducive to giving hand-off reports, for example, “you need to talk to somebody about a drip... you can still point to the room and show them.” Although participants agreed that there was less nurse to nurse interaction about personal matters, they thought that the quality of communication was improved by focusing more on patient care. For example, one nurse said, “I think the quality of communication in decentralized is better. Because it’s more patient focused. The centralized nurse station... granted a lot more communication, but it’s not always about the patient.”

**Isolation**

Isolation was defined as lack of physical, social, or professional interaction with other nursing staff during the work shift. Most participants identified “isolation” as the biggest challenge of the hybrid station. The structure of the pods makes it difficult to socialize with coworkers; therefore, nursing staff do not see each other until the end of the shift. Isolation was discussed from physical isolation, social isolation, and professional isolation.

1) **Physical isolation** Physical isolation was defined as lack of physical contact with other nursing staff during the work shift. At the hybrid station, nurses are expected to stay at their pods throughout the shift. They expressed concern that, “you can’t even see the pod, no because when people are sitting in their pods, you can’t even see if they’re there. They kind of disappeared. You look down the hall and there’s nobody.” One nursing assistant described, “Sometimes I can go a whole shift without seeing another aide.”

2) **Social isolation** Social isolation was defined as lack of social interaction about personal matters with other nursing staff during the work shift. Nursing staff rely on each other for social support and a sense of cohesion, however, the hybrid station makes nurses feel socially isolated, “It’s the social aspect... especially for somebody like me - I like to talk. Some people are here for 12 hours, some are here for 16 hours. You do want to talk to somebody else that’s not your patient. That’s why centralized nursing was always great, you got to vent to your coworkers.”

3) **Professional isolation** Professional isolation was defined as lack of professional interaction about patient care with other nursing staff during the work shift. Since nursing staff are expected to stay in their pods, they do not have the chance to assess work flow across the unit. Participants reported that they were not answering each other’s lights “as frequent as” when they were at the centralized station; because they did not know “whose call light is on” unless they “take a peek out.” Some participants reported lack of professional interaction, because “It’s much harder to find people” and they “don’t feel like (they) know what’s going on as much” on the floor without frequent interaction with other staff members.

**3.2.2 Teamwork**

Teamwork was defined as requesting or providing help to complete a task with other nursing staff during the work shift. Some participants reported that teamwork was “sacrificed” at the hybrid station due to less face to face interaction. Nurses expressed they had “less of a team feeling” and “feeling more like you’re on your own.” However, most nurses developed strategies or were in the process of developing strategies to promote teamwork at the hybrid station.

**Creating a teamwork environment**

Although the transition period was difficult, nurses expressed that they were trying to create a teamwork environment where nurses felt comfortable to request help or offer help to complete a task with their coworkers. Nurses learned by themselves or from their coworkers that they have to “search out”, “seek out”, or “approach” coworkers for help. Participants supported the importance of “making (themselves) available” and “offering help” in order to receive help from coworkers. Nurses expressed, “Being approachable, positive, and willing to help makes a difference”; “I try to make myself available. I try to help whenever I can. Offer help when you have time”, then “if you ask someone, they’ll be more than happy to help you.”

At first nurses found it difficult to create a teamwork environment at the hybrid station. “when it first opened, it was a little difficult, because you didn’t really realize... people are now being more (helpful)... They want to make sure that their coworkers are doing ok.” Participants also discussed spaces for teamwork other than the nurses’ station, for example, “I find that the med room is a common place to go and ask questions.”

A “pod team” was built at the hybrid station, which was comprised of two nurses and one nursing assistant working as “team buddies”. Most nurses like the “pod team”, “it’s in a way better because you know who to call, and you know that they’re relying on you.” “Team buddies” helped each other with patients if, for example, one left the floor for a lunch break. “Morning huddles” were initiated one year after the
transition as the formal shift reports between the charge nurse and the “pod team”. Nurses and nursing assistant used the morning huddles to connect with each other and discuss patients’ progress. Nurses commented, “that (morning huddle) is pretty effective.”

3.2.3 Pros and cons of the hybrid station
Since these nursing staff experienced the transition from the centralized station to the hybrid station in the past two years, they expressed some advantages and disadvantages of the hybrid station. Pros and cons of the hybrid station were defined as advantages and disadvantages of the hybrid station over the centralized station for both patients and nurses.

Advantages for patients

Less nurse socialization reduces noise level Participants identified noise as a result of increased socialization at the centralized station. The hybrid station was a big satisfier for patients as it is “quieter”. Nurses expressed, “It’s 100% less noise now.”

Proximity to patients increases patient safety Nurses are required to work at the pod station outside of the patients’ rooms, which increases the visibility and enables nurses to “respond [the alarm] more readily.” The proximity of nurses to patients’ rooms contributed to a decrease in patient falls. Nurses expressed, “help patient safety…If a patient is a fall risk, as soon as the patient gets out of the bed, the alarm rings…You’re right there. So you can avoid big, big falls.”

Advantages for nurses

Independent workspace reduces distraction Nurses commented that they had “less distraction” from other staff members at the pod station. “you’re in your own space. You get to focus on your own things. Time management. You don’t get all the chatter and everything else that you do at the nursing station.”

Disadvantages for patients

Discussion at the pod station compromises patient privacy Compared to the centralized station where nurses exchanged patient information, nurses now gave shift report and discussed patient information with family members and other members of the healthcare team at the pod station outside of patient rooms. Nurses were concerned about patient privacy, “I feel like they might be able to hear you.” However, nurses expressed that they were trying to speak in a low voice to avoid disclosing sensitive information to patients.

Disadvantages for nurses

Additional physical demands if receiving scattered assignments At the hybrid station where nurses work outside of patient rooms, they usually pick up an appropriate pod station that can easily cover all patient assignments. This put extra need for nurses to receive assignments that locate together. However, in some situations, for example, to make the appropriate/equal distribution of patients with serious conditions, they received scattered assignments, which made their work considerably more difficult, including additional walking and physical demands. Some nurses complained, “if you’re in the midsection of the aisle, then you have to do both…that’s a lot of walking…It was exhausting.”

Enlarged physical environment and heavy assignments were issues discussed by most nurses. However, these issues may not be caused solely by the hybrid station. The enlarged environment and heavy assignments could be related to the hospital’s organizational environment or the floor configuration. Participants explained that the large size of the unit affected how the charge nurse interacted with the staff nurses, “in the charge aspect… because the unit is so large, and there’s so much to cover, and trying to find those different nurses to get updates and what not, it’s not always feasible.”

Burnout from heavy assignments is a continuous issue in the healthcare institutions. Both nurses and nursing assistants mentioned the heavy workload with patients, “I think that the assignment load really needs to be lighter here for these nurses and for the aides. There needs to be more staffing. And I think that is the biggest problem solver that they could have on the floor.”

3.2.4 Transition to a hybrid station

Transition to a hybrid station was defined as experience, facilitators, or barriers in the past two years of transition from the centralized station to the hybrid station. Most nurses expressed a difficult transition experience for the first six months, because the change from centralized to hybrid station involved behavioral changes among nurses to adapt to the new environment and new relationship with other team members.

Reminiscence of the centralized station

Thinking of the centralized station, especially the social interactions at the centralized station, was expressed by nurses. Although most participants did not oppose the pod station, they expressed nostalgia about the centralized station, “a centralized nurse station, everyone was always sitting next to each other if they were at a computer, and they were always talking, or they were always asking each other questions, or talking about certain cases together”;

“I enjoyed it…just being right there with everyone, and having an idea what was going on, and like you could name every patient and know what was going on.”
Lack of education about the pod station before transition
Participants commented on the lack of education about pod station and attributed some of the function failure to this. “I can’t say that I’ve learned very much as far as the pod nursing... I’m not sure what it is.” Most participants expressed that it would be beneficial to receive training or education about pod nursing before coming to the floor.

Inconsistency of pod utilization at different shifts
During the transition period, nurses reported using the pod station inconsistently. They were accustomed to gathering with coworkers at the central station, but they were “kicked off the nurse station” and forced “in the little cubicles.” Although the pod structure was enforced, nurses noted that different shifts enforced the policy differently. For instance, “I do 12 hour shifts. I end up being compliant on the 7-3 shift. 7-3, 3-5 pm, I’m still stuck in my pod. When I find out my boss is gone we kind of start to dwindle to where everybody is... back to the nurses’ station.”

Recommendations for smooth transition
Nurses provided recommendations to their peers for easier transition, “…People need to speak up if they think their assignment is too much... I think that people shouldn’t be afraid to just say hey, I can’t handle all of this, I’m going to need some help.” Helping coworkers worked well at the hybrid station and promoted teamwork and communication. Mentorship was suggested by some nurses as an effective way to promote teamwork, “I think pairing someone who’s more experienced on a floor with someone who’s less experienced on the floor... that’s ideal.”

4. DISCUSSION
This qualitative study was designed to examine nursing staff’s experiences of communication and teamwork at the hybrid station and their perceptions of the advantages and disadvantages of the hybrid station. As discussed previously, communication patterns and behaviors can be affected by station design.[10] Communication, and its effect on fostering teamwork, has been identified as the most crucial aspect in the delivery of quality care.[22]

Consistent with previous studies,[1, 5, 10] we found that general communication and teamwork related to the hybrid design was compromised. Similarly to Tyson et al.,[9] nurses identified physical isolation, social isolation, and professional isolation as the biggest challenges to work at the hybrid station. However, different strategies were taken to promote communication and teamwork. As part of the station change, new technologies such as wireless phones have been implemented to enhance communication. Nurses use the wireless phones to locate and contact other team members which reduced time traveling to the central station and time spent looking for help. Guarascio-Howard reported that wireless technology can improve nurse communication and reduce time response to bed alarms.[23] Contrary to previous studies that reported poor teamwork as a crucial concern by physicians and nurses,[24] in this study, nurses were working toward creating a teamwork environment through reaching out for help and helping each other. Although teamwork was reported as a concern during the transition period, nurses developed strategies or were in the process of developing strategies to promote teamwork. New in this study, nurses mentioned that patient-centered interactions were fostered at the hybrid station due to proximity to patients. Although the centralized station provides spaces for nurses to communicate and socialize, participants reported most nurses spend time discussing their personal matters rather than patients. The design of the hybrid station fosters the nurses’ communication of essential issues about patient care.

From the nurses’ perception, the hybrid station has advantages for both patients and nurses. The intent of the hybrid layouts is to reduce the amount of walking for nurses and increase patient visibility with the ultimate goal to increase and lengthen time spent on patient care.[10] Although some nurses reported exhaustion associated with scattered and heavy assignments, consistently, nurses reported reduced distraction and better time management due to independent workspaces. All nurses agreed that the hybrid design is more beneficial for patients through creating a quieter environment and increasing patient safety due to proximity to patients. The “pod team” structure and “morning huddles” with reports among “pod buddies” emerged from the transition and worked effectively in promoting teamwork and better patient care.

Duffy’s (2005) Quality Care Model[25] was implemented in this hospital to promote patient-centered care. Two important relationships were reinforced in the Quality Care Model: the independent patient-nurse relationship and the collaborative relationship. The independent patient-nurse relationship is most important and includes all interactions and interventions of which nurses are accountable for. The collaborative relationship includes the relationships that nurses share with other members of the healthcare team. The hybrid station design fits the Quality Care Model by improving the patient-nurse relationship through increasing proximity to patients and fostering patient-centered interactions. On the other hand, advanced technology, “pod team” structure, and learning to work as a team enhanced the collaborative relationship
among nurses. Through caring relationship with patients and collaborative relationship with other staff, nurses can provide an environment that patients can feel being cared for.[25]

Evidenced based designs are being adopted in health care facilities with the overarching goal of improving patient outcomes, providing a healing environment, and increasing nurses’ job satisfaction.[13] Participants reported the advantages of the hybrid station for both patients and nurses outweighed the disadvantages. As Donahue reported,[8] the pod design has enhanced nurses’ ability to provide safe and reliable care, evidenced by increased value-added care, such as patient-centered actions, and direct patient care time, and improved patient satisfaction. Effective interventions are needed to promote more social networking and interaction at the hybrid station. Possible practical strategies may include making oneself visible to others, using kudo/honor/thank you board to write personal messages, writing thank you notes to coworkers, organizing and participating in unit social activities such as pot lucks and Christmas parties, and celebrating staff birthdays. Frequent workplace communication and teamwork training is evidenced in improving staff interaction and performance, as well as providing safer patient care.[14, 26, 27] The participatory action program may benefit intervention effectiveness in promoting teamwork through engaging employees in problem identification, decision-making, and implementation.[14]

The primary limitation of the study is the convenience sampling methods used to recruit study participants. Perspectives expressed by nursing staff in one community hospital may not be generalized to specific transitions in other hospitals. However, the information collected may help to generate effective strategies that would improve nurses’ communication and teamwork. Another limitation of the study is that we did not collect any observational data to objectively measure nurses’ communication pattern and teamwork at the hybrid station, nor as well utilize any quantitative data to examine the effect of work station change on patient or nurse satisfaction and outcomes. However, the qualitative phenomenological design provided new information through allowing researchers to identify the essence of the phenomenon from the viewpoint of those nurses experiencing the work station transition, and helping researchers to identify complex phenomena through finding consistent patterns exhibited by participants.[28]

5. Conclusions

We used a qualitative phenomenological study to provide nurses’ experiences of communication and teamwork at the hybrid station and their perceptions of the advantages and disadvantages of the hybrid station. Although isolation was reported as a big challenge, patient-centered interactions at the hybrid station and learning to work as a team were consistently identified by nursing staff. Overall the advantages of the hybrid station for both patients and nurses outweighed the disadvantages. Effective interventions are needed to reduce nurses’ feelings of isolation and to support teamwork at the hybrid station.
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